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Task 1 Role-based Design Pattern Catalog

This exercise focuses on finally applying the Compartment Role Object Model (CROM) [3]
to formalize and compose the various design patterns discussed in this course. In detail,
the first task is to create role-based models of various design patterns, ultimately, creating
a role-based design pattern catalog similar to Riehle’s design pattern catalog [4].

a) Design a compartment type and role model for the Observer design pattern.

b) Design a compartment type and role model for the Bridge design pattern.

c) Design a compartment type and role model for the Composite design pattern.

Task 2 Applying and Composing Design Patterns

Applying a role-based design pattern entails assigning the domain classes to play the
appropriate role types from the design pattern.
In detail, this task focuses on a file system including files and directories. Both files

and directories have a modifiable name and return their size in Bytes. While files return
the size of their content, directories should return the accumulated size of all containing
directories and files. The properties of the File and Directory classes are depicted
below, whereas both are considered natural types.
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Thus far, the Directory class does not encompass files and directories. Yet, neither
Directories nor Files do notify changes to their name or size to their parent directories.
Moreover, size changes should be propagated up to the root of the directory hierarchy.

a) First, apply the role-based Composite design pattern to organize the file system’s
structure, such that Directories can contain both Files and other Directories.

b) Second, apply the role-based Observer design pattern to propagate any size changes
of a File up to its parent Directory.

c) Combine the role models of both the Observer and the Composite compartment
type by means of role constraints, to create a sound combination of both design
patterns in a new compartment type.

d) Reapply the combined design pattern to the File and Directory classes of the file
system. Compare this solutions to their separate application.
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